
Western Tales 
Pendant

Design by: Tracy Proctor 

Instructions
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This playful pendant is a great southwestern accessory! Attach it to 
a beaded necklace or a simple strand of suede lace. Choose your 
favorite charms from our Western Winds Collection for your version.

1. String one rondelle gemstone 
bead onto one head pin. At top 
of bead bend wire over at right 
angle and form a simple loop, 
trimming excess wire. Repeat 
three times.

2. String 4mm gemstone bead, 
remaining rondelle bead, Western 
bead and 4mm disk spacer onto 
remaining head pin. Form simple 
loop, trimming excess wire.

3. Cut a 7" piece of suede lace. 
Attach to Beaded Ring using a 
Larks Head Knot.

4. Open a link at one end of the 
chain. Remove it from chain 
strand and attach it to the front 
loop of the Larks Head Knot. 

TIP: Find the beaded necklace 
instructions on our Western Feather 
Necklace design inspiration page.

Before closing link attach one 
gemstone dangle. Close link.

5. Repeat Step 4 once attaching a 
charm and a gemstone dangle. 

6. Open link at one end of chain 
strand and attach to the Larks 
Head knot between the two other 
links. Before closing attach one 
gemstone dangle. Close link.

7. Open the link at the other end 
of chain strand and attach the 
Western Bead dangle. Close link. 

8. Use small oval jump rings to 
attach the remaining charms to 
the chain strand where desired. 
Open the loop of remaining 
gemstone dangle and attach 
where desired. Close loop.

9. Use scissors to trim ends of 
suede lace as desired.

10. Use round jump ring to attach 
pendant to necklace of choice.

Supplies 
1     Beaded Ring 1" 94-3134-27)
1     Yearling Horse Charm 
       (94-2272-12)
1     Saguaro Cactus Charm 
       (94-2280-12)
1     Cowboy Hat Charm (94-2283-12)
1     Western Bead (94-5831-27)
1     4mm Disk Spacer (93-0440-11)
5     Head Pin 21ga 2" (01-0028-01)

3"   Embossed Brass Cable Chain  
       9x6mm (20-0325-12)
3     Oval Jump Ring 20ga 3x2mm ID     
       (01-0016-01)
1     Round Jump Ring 16 Gauge  
       5mm ID (01-0020-01)
5     Assorted 5–6mm gemstone  
       disk or rondelle beads, green  
       and/or turquoise
1     4mm round gemstone bead, red   
       3mm Suede lace, brown

Required Tools 

Scissors, chain and/or flat nose 
pliers (2)

Finished Size
Approx. 4 inches

skill set
easy peasy

1

Watch the technique videos 
in the DIY section of our blog 
(look for videos on jump rings 
and simple loops).
TierraCast.com/blog/tag/diy


